There is confusion about the early coal mines of Newcastle and although the Australian Agricultural Company mines are well documented there is little research on the government coal mines (particularly the shafts) that were worked from the early 1800s up until the late 1820s on ‘the Hill’. The Hill refers to the area we know today as King Edward Park and the James Fletcher Hospital. The following article pulls together sources associated with these early years to gain a better understanding of Australia’s first working coal mines. Government coal mines were primarily located at two separate mining precincts; the first precinct was the Coal River Precinct and the second, the Newcastle Government Domain. To the south of the Government Domain was another Government coal shaft in an area we know today as King Edward Park Reserve.

Figure 1.1 Map showing the Newcastle Government Domain and the Coal River Precinct
The Awabakal are believed to be the only Aboriginal Tribe to discuss coal Nikkin in their legends.\(^1\) The Newcastle coal mines were the earliest in Australia, with the first ‘discovery’ recorded at Port Stephens in 1796.\(^2\) Coal had been found in the Illawarra district south of Sydney in 1797 but accessibility was a problem and therefore not systematically mined for several decades. Coal mines at the Illawarra were not operational until 1848 this was at Mt Keira.\(^3\) The Coal Mines Historic Site at Little Norfolk Bay in Tasmania only began to be worked in 1833.\(^4\) But it were the coal seams at the entrance of the Hunter River that appealed to Lieutenant Shortland back in 1798 because of the relative ease that coal could be loaded on ‘Vessels from 60 to 250 tons may load there with great ease.’\(^5\) The first systematic coal mining were the seams at Nobbys Island and on Colliers Point. The shafts at the Government Domain are believed to be the first use of vertical coal shafts in Australia and possibly the southern hemisphere.\(^6\)

The recorded history of what was to become Newcastle began in 1797 when Lieutenant John Shortland made a preliminary survey of the Hunter River in a small whale boat named the Reliance. He came across this ‘very fine river’ whilst looking for escaped convicts and it was on this visit that coal was located and reported to the authorities in Sydney.\(^7\)

When the presence of coal became known in Sydney, private traders began to come to the Coal River for coal and cedar. Emancipist entrepreneurs Simeon Lord and James Underwood and Hugh Meehan were granted rights to procure coals from Fresh Water Bay at Newcastle and to export them to Sydney.\(^8\) The establishment of a settlement at what becomes Newcastle was first attempted in 1801 and again in 1804.\(^9\) Governor King in 1801 ordered a survey party led by Lieutenant-Colonel William Paterson to go to Coal River to explore the feasibility of setting up a penal settlement there. Accompanying Paterson was Ensign Francis Louis Barralier who surveyed the area and produced a map of Coal River.\(^10\)

John Platt, one of the very few experienced miners in the Colony was sent with Paterson to investigate coal mining at Hunter River. He led a mining party sinking coal shafts establishing drifts at Colliers Point. Despite the settlements closure in 1801, coal mining continued and Platt established new mines in 1802 and 1803 using convict labour.\(^11\)\(^12\) A ‘new’ colliery that opened at Hunter’s River in 1803 which was said to have produced better quality coal than previous mines in the area.\(^13\) The location of this colliery is not known. On 14 March 1804, Newcastle re-opened becoming the colony’s first place of secondary punishment after an attempted rebellion by Irish convicts at Castle Hill. Thirty-four rebels were sent to Coal River.\(^14\)

Governor King’s decision to procure coals using convict labour also brought about new regulations in 1804. He gave strict instructions to Menzies restricting private traders seeking coal at the settlement. Private signals were flown from the flagstaff to help control and monitor port trade. Private vessels were not permitted to anchor in the harbor until they produced a certificate they had received a fortnight earlier. The sealed envelope containing a certificate revealed the correct signal pattern that would allow them to anchor.\(^15\) It was a system that the Colonial
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Government introduced in an attempt to regulate trade, allowing private traders to operate simultaneously with Government in coal loading.  

The opening of the settlement was prompted by the incentive of coal and profit. An excellent export market with the ‘Cape’ (the Cape of Good Hope) whereby the Dutch government was in demand of coal. A letter to Mr Robert Campbell from Governor Hunter suggested coals be sent to the Cape in exchange for live cattle.  

There was a need for fresh meat in NSW and the procurement of coal was a way of contributing to the staple diet and well-being of inhabitants. Governor Hunter stated that “...the government here might consent to have the colony supplied [with fresh meat], this would no doubt relieve the experiences of the settlement, and very much add to the comfort of its labouring inhabitants.”

There were significant problems working the coal mines during these early years because of the crude excavation by workers picking away at cliffs on the coast, as well as coal island (Nobbys Island) to procure the resource. There were no props in place to secure neither coal shafts nor drifts (horizontal drains) to prevent them filling with sand and rubbish. Work practices relating to coal mining during these years were extremely unsafe resulting in many injuries.  

When the official settlement of Newcastle was attempted for a second time, in May 1804, the new Commandant put a stop to all individuals working the coal mines and ordered them to be supervised by professional miners. Newcastle remained a working gaol and was exclusively a penal settlement until 1823.

**Newcastle’s Two Government Coal Mining Precincts**

Figure 1.1 shows the location of the two government coal mine precincts, one at the Government Domain and the other beneath Fort Scratchley headland (formerly named Colliers Point) “the Coal River Precinct”. The Coal River Precinct mines are quite intact and further research is needed to understand technologies used at these drifts. The Government mines ‘on the hill’ at the Government Domain and King Edward Park (KEP) are less well documented, although there are some plans that show shaft at KEP. These were vertical shafts, whereas the mines at the Coal River Precinct were horizontal drifts. There are very few plans showing the area prior to the 1820s.

In 1804 natural historical painter Ferdinand Bauer sketch of Newcastle shows an arrangement of tents, a small house and flagstaff on the slope of the hill in 1804 (Figure 1.2). The single house shown is almost certainly Newcastle’s first Government House near the flagstaff. The original sketch is lost and what survives is a copy produced in 1890s which may deviate from the original. Bauer is renowned for his splendid botanical works and although there were plenty of opportunities for him to sketch the NSW, it was rare for him to do so. The ‘Coal River’ sketch is the only landscape work found that he produced of the Colony. As a botanical illustrator his works were reliable because he draw what he saw. On close examination of the sketch a small enclosed fence is visible, to the left of the house. Is this a mine shaft? There is also a feature that looks like a test trench for coal mining on the slope of the hill. Coal mining at the Government Domain is also supported by the *Sydney Gazette* report in 1805 describing Newcastle’s Government House on the hillside, near the coal mines.
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Forgotten coal mines at Newcastle's Government Domain & Recreation Reserve

The scarcity of early plans showing the Government mines has contributed to a lack of research about the role of these mines. One of the first written references to the Government Domain coal mines originated with Platt and placed them 'on the seaside of Government House'. Blocks of coal were procured in August 1804 from the 'lowermost part of the pits' at Newcastle the only 'shafts' were on the hillside near the Government domain. Mine shafts were active at the Government Domain in 1805 and Platt described these vertical shafts as being of better quality than the coal found near the harbour (at Coal River Precinct) that was much dirtier. The vertical shafts were ‘...3 ½ feet thick, solid coal...’ and used for furnaces, malt-houses...’ The New Discovery mine was located near the salt pans probably near Colliers Point where later evidence shows them to be in the 1820s. The New Discovery government mine next to the salt-pan was on the south side of Colliers Point was a horizontal drift.

The Report of the Commissioner of Inquiry into the state of the Colony of New South Wales, also known as the Bigge Report also provides some clues about Government coal mining in Newcastle. Benjamin Grainger was Inspector of Mines at Newcastle between 1812 and 1822 and gave evidence to the Inquiry on the 23 January 1820. He described a shaft sunk at
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the Government Domain prior to 1814 and makes the distinction between the horizontal coal drifts ‘at the sea side’ at the bottom of the cliff level with the shore, and mines ‘at the shaft’. Grainger describes the vertical shafts at the Government Domain as ‘thirty seven yards’ in depth where miners used buckets to scoop water into a drift from a dam in the shaft, which was carried out to the sea. Hamilton and Benjamin Grainger were appointed Government mine managers in 1814. They worked the drift west in the direction of Christ Church where twenty tons of coal were raised each day in barrows brought to the bottom of the shaft from drifts four and half foot in width. Coals from the Government Domain were then taken to the wharf in bullock drays and loaded by hand onto waiting vessels.

Both Grainger and Platt provide accounts of the mine shaft near Government House. Grainger’s description of the ‘present shaft’ suggests it was near Government House and it is well documented in the Bigge Report of a shaft sunk there. Grainger’s suggestion that the shaft was sunk earlier that points to the possibility that it may be the ‘mine on the sea-side of Government House’ that Platt referred to in 1805. The ‘Wallis’ shaft is shown in Walter Preston’s engraving and is positioned behind Government House as seen in Figure 1.3.

The shaft at the Government Domain appears to have ceased operations between 1805 and 1810, perhaps falling into disrepair after Platt’s departure in 1808. It was not until Hamilton and Grainger came to Newcastle bringing with them expertise of coal mining that the shafts may have begun to be mined. It has been assumed that the Wallis Shaft was a new shaft, when in fact evidence suggests quite the opposite. The name ‘Wallis shaft’ infers that it was a new shaft (because it reflected the Commandant at the time) however it is not acknowledged on the Government’s list of new infrastructure. It may have simply been old infrastructure renewed.
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Although Platt’s evidence locates the coal mines near Newcastle’s Government House in 1805, the common perception by historians is that the shafts were not sunk there until 1812 (what became the Wallis shaft). Contemporary reports such as the Newcastle CBD Archeological Management Plan locate these shafts one at the south-west corner of the Government Domain behind the former military hospital and the other, the ‘Wallis Shaft’ is at the east of the site near the main entrance. When the asylum opened at the Government Domain in 1871 these shafts became known as the ‘asylum’ shafts. The other Government shaft on the ‘Hill’ at King Edward Park was referred to as the ‘Bowling Green Shaft’.

The only map found prior to 1820 showing Government mines is A Plan of His Majesty’s Coal Mine at King’s Town in July 1804 by Ensign Barrallier that is held in Britain. This map locates the Government mines at the Colliers Point, but not the ones at the Government Domain. The Government’s ‘old coal pits’ at the top of the hill near the Government Domain are shown in the White’s Plan of Newcastle completed by the British Ordnance Office in 1833. There were also a ‘water pit’, ‘old coal pit’ and ‘coal pits’ near the original shoreline. The ‘old coal pits’ are likely older than the map referring to them because it was not uncommon for former features to continue to be recorded, even though they were no longer in use. The historic Government coal mines at Newcastle were later transferred to the Australian Agriculture Company. The company also established new ones in the 1830s.

Government workers at the Government coal mines - AA Company

The Bigge Report released in 1823 suggests that convict labour be increased to help establish further industry and enterprise in the Colony. Authorities had identified coal as a way to build wealth and improve conditions of the struggling Colony. The procurement of coal needed to be well-managed to improve economic conditions in NSW and provide for inhabitants.

The company employed Mr Henderson as mine manager in 1827 to help improve output of coal. However there were ‘mismangement’ issues and the AA Company refused to take over the mines and withdrawing operations in 1828. Government authorities continued to own and manage the mines and recommenced operations. Authorities used the supply of refractory convicts who had been returned by settlers back to the Government to work the mines. During this decade of uncertainty, mines at the Government Domain were maintained and worked, however not at any great capacity. One new coal ‘pit’ was opened in the vicinity of the current King Edward Park reserve to the south of the Government Domain. The AA Company agreed to take on full charge of the mines in 1828 to be worked by convicts, many of the convicts were then working on assignment for private employers in the pastoral industry and in trades and services. Colonial and imperial authorities supported this quasi-public/private arrangement as a means of productively employing convicts at cost to the public and private employers, many approved of it because of the scarcity of free labour in the settlement. This coal pit at the reserve may have been worked earlier than the 1820s and further research is needed.

After several years of planning and negotiation, in 1831 the Company officially leased all of the government coal mines in the colony and was granted a monopoly on the establishment of new ones. There were many people who disagreed with this decision, preferring that the growth of industry be left to Government authorities. However there were some like Gregson who took the view that industry should be “...in the hands of responsible people who could be
depended upon to make such proper use of their opportunities as would rebound to the wellbeing of the colony”. He was advocating that the private sector would be more successful in sourcing the right people for the job. The Government mines were not the financial success that authorities had hoped they would be, mostly because of the lack of experienced miners. Many of the convicts available for public works were those who had returned by settlers as unsatisfactory workers. The NGD represents a significant heritage of government ownership of mines which laid the foundations for the private enterprise which followed.

Figure 1.4 Plan produced by Russell Rigby 2011 showing the location of Government mines and later Australian Agricultural Company owned coal mines.

The imperial and colonial Government struggled to make mines profitable. The AA Company leased the Government mines for several years during the 1820s and finally took over the mines on ‘top of the hill’ in December 1831. Mr Henderson believed there was a good seam of coal in the position of the western foothills of Shepherds Hill an area of the Company’s B pit. This seam is known as the ‘dirty seam’. The Government mines and the later AA Company mines are shown in Figure 1.4. By the 1840s the AA Company established even more new pits around the district; these were interspersed from ‘The Hill’ in Newcastle to what later became the suburb of Cooks Hill. There was also an inclined plane to carry coal to the wharf and this was the first railway in Australia. The AA Company and Government authorities collaborated to grow the Colony’s coal industry and although this partnership was initially successful, it later failed with the company withdrawing operations in 1828. This was because of the lack of free
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workers. This meant Government authorities continued to own and manage the mines at the Government Domain and they recommenced operations after this initial failure. Authorities used the supply of refractory convicts who had been returned by settlers back to the Government to work the mines, providing a second wave of convict labor to the mines at the Government Domain.

A coal etched seaport

The human relationship with the geographical landscape forged strong convict-coal associations that set in motion the layout of the town. More specifically it determined where certain would come to be built. The roadway to the wharf from the Government Domain was the first road carrying coals for export in Australia, it etched out what would become the settlements main street. Coals were taken from the Government Domain on the hill to the wharf and the weight and gravity made it relatively easy to haul the coals. Bullocks were used rather than a mechanised system. King’s wharf became important piece of infrastructure that assisted the development of the coal industry. As shown in John Lewin’s 1808 painting (Figure 1.5) the wharf existed quite early in the settlement.

Figure 1.5 ‘The Coal River or Port of Newcastle’. John Lewin 1808. State Library of New South Wales

This is one of the earliest artworks representing the settlement and the main thoroughfare in its infancy. The numerous single storied dwellings in two rows define the early street that became George Street and later Watt Street. ‘Signal Hill’ is clearly labelled and there are finely drawn numbers indicating the harbour depths. Safe entry to the harbour would have been a serious issue and Lewin’s work documents the best route to take to get to the wharf. The close proximity of the wharf and ease of passage from the coal mines on the hill at the Government Domain meant that the township built up around this alignment. Convicts built their houses in the early coal road. Other infrastructure such as the convict lumberyard and sawpits were also established around the wharf. The commencement of the construction of Macquarie Pier in 1818 joining the mainland to Nobbys Island was also a significant public works project. This too was closely associated with geology and the need to reorganise the environment in pursuit of coal.

Although the coal mines are not visible in many visual sources they did determine the layout of the town and where infrastructure was to be constructed. The area has a specific urban spatial culture (because of coal mining) whereby development controls impact on certain parts of the city because of past coal mine activities. Mine
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subsidence has restricted much new development in the city and the mines continue to inadvertently shape the contemporary urban environment. They (mines) continue to determine planning and development. Coal mining changed the spatial culture of the settlement and continues to do so today due to the ongoing demand for coal.